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THOUGHTS 
FROM THE 
LOFT

Pete Drewienkiewicz

From the scorching rate rises 
in the US mortgage market to 
the performance of long-short 
factor implementation; hear 
what our CIO of Global Assets, 
Pete Drewienkiewicz, has to say 
about markets this month.
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With markets having decided to largely move on from the tragic ongoing events in Ukraine, 
the last month of the first quarter was an opportunity for investors to focus on the outlook for 
inflation and central bank interest rates. 

With that in mind, we have our usual smorgasbord of inflation content: do interest rate hikes really bring inflation down 
(see below), how do various regional markets correlate to real yields and inflation expectations (p.4) and whether 
the sensitivity of various assets to inflation has shifted over the past decades (p.5). We check in on the scorching 
rate rises in the US Government (p.4) and mortgage (p.6) markets and inspect the UK mortgage market for its own 
sensitivity to increasing interest rates (p.6). All this introspection gave markets a brush with elevated volatility not 
seen for many a year (p.7). 

Factors have been somewhat under-reported of late, so we take a peek at how long-only and long-short factor 
implementations have been getting on (p.6). And, finally, for those Zoom fatiguants (is that a word?!), the Harvard 
Business Review has good news – it’s all a waste of time (p.7).

 OK I SAID IT, THIS TIME IT’S DIFFERENT 
 
Increasing interest rates cut inflation, right?! Well, over the past six 
hiking cycles, that doesn’t really look to be the case. The Daily Shot 
spotted MarketDesk’s great chart which I’ve reproduced on the right. 
It seems to show that, at least since 1987, 24-month US hiking cycles 
demonstrate a pretty uncertain pattern. I guess what this doesn’t 
show is expectations – is it more the case that inflation expectations 
(e.g. 5y fwd) start to get elevated and are then reined in by the 
(appropriately timed) hiking cycle? I think (not to coin a phrase) this 
time might be different. 

https://www.marketdeskresearch.com/
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The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) published another major 
report, the third and final of the Sixth 
Assessment Report series. The new report 
reminds us that the window to reach 1.5°C 
is closing soon. Whilst it’s still possible to 
mitigate the worst effects of climate change, 
thoughtful change and active collaboration 
across government, industry and financial 
markets are crucial in achieving a just 
transition. You can read our summary here. 

The Securities and Exchange Commission 
(SEC) has published a draft rule requiring 
publicly listed companies (US and foreign 
businesses registered with the SEC) to 
make climate-related disclosures in line with 
the TCFD. The move was welcomed as a 
‘milestone’ for the US. 

The International Sustainability Standards 
Board (ISSB) has released two long-awaited 
draft standards for public comment – one for 
general sustainability-related and the other 
for climate-related disclosures. The ISSB is 
expected to shape the future of sustainability 
reporting, so interested parties are encourage 
to comment by 29th July. 

MANAGER RESEARCH UPDATE 

We were pleased to approve our first Impact Private Lending Preferred List this month, where we selected an asset-backed fund 
alongside a more corporate focused one. This is very much an embryonic asset class that we believe could be interesting for all sorts of 
institutional investors, so do get in touch to find out more. We also refreshed our work in global quality equity and have developed new 
ideas there. 

SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT UPDATE 
the latest news...

https://redington.co.uk/change-with-climate-change/
mailto:nick.samuels%40redington.co.uk?subject=Thoughts%20From%20The%20Loft
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NOW WE’RE MOVING

2021 was supposed to be the year when 
yields finally rose but, for various reasons, 
it took until 2022 for the move to really get 
going. Now they’re moving, though, it’s been 
a strong and sustained move higher. 

Curiously, however, despite the growing 
market acceptance that elevated levels of 
inflation aren’t going away any time soon, 
the back end of the curve still hasn’t moved 
up that much. And the shift up in yields has 
come with a pronounced curve flattening as 
seen above – compare the red curve from a 
month ago to the up-to-date green curve to 
see the full impact.

Source text. This information has been provided solely for 
informational purposes and is not an offer, or solicitation of an offer, or 
a recommendation to buy or sell any security or instrument listed 
herein.

A LITTLE INFLATION GOES 
A LONG WAY 
 
You might well be surprised to see that the 
oft-quoted chart below (lifted from True 
Insights) is already heading down. The 
impact of a prolonged period of elevated 
inflation will continue to heal the debt-to-
GDP ratios of Western nations, as long as 
yields can be kept under control… you might 
say a big ‘if’.

AND HERE’S WHAT YOU’VE ALL BEEN 
WAITING FOR  
 

As we’re all painfully aware, investors in ‘anything but the US’ 
have had a rough decade of it – although I’d argue that, in the 
grand scheme of things, that diversification didn’t cost investors 
too much. It’s a bad time to eschew it, though, as the above table 
from the Q2 2022 Schroders Equity Lens shows. If US real yields 
keep moving up, the last five years suggests it’ll be bad for the 
US and good for other developed markets. But wait, why are the 
correlations with US inflation expectations the other way around? 
This suggests it’s more of a nominal yield story to me. Looking 
into the numbers versus the Dollar (right hand column) is also an 
interesting exercise. Given the extent to which US yields have led 
the world higher over Q1, if they reach a sensible ‘neutral’ level 
that would seem to give some room for the non-US markets to 
start outperforming again.

https://true-insights.net/
https://true-insights.net/
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IS IT TOO LATE TO HIDE?

Great chart above from AQR showing the sensitivity of major asset classes to inflation over 
the longer term (at left) and shorter term (at right). It paints a pretty consistent picture 
with other analysis I’ve seen, although there are a few interesting takeaways:

• Real estate doesn’t look much like the inflation hedge it’s vaunted to be. 
• Gold has significantly changed character and behaviour over the shorter-term horizon. 
• Commodities and breakevens are your safest bet, if you’re convinced inflation is   
 persistent. 
• Unhedged TIPS aren’t going to help you much, and nominal Treasuries are predictably  
 awful.

Emerging market currencies (presumably the data doesn’t support longer term inclusion) 
look interesting; although I’d be curious as to how much of their strength is correlated with 
energy commodities, and hence represents a doubling-up of that bet.

Although the 10-year Treasury has only recently breached the 2.5%-
mark, one interest rate that’s very relevant to the US economy is the 
30-year fixed-rate mortgage, charted above courtesy of mortgage 
news daily. As you can see, this recently breached 5% and is currently 
sitting at a 10-year+ high of 5.25%. Although fixed-rate US mortgages 
are freely prepayable, in most cases they are not freely portable, 
meaning that a spike of this magnitude is likely to cool the housing 
market significantly. As the graphic from the same website shows 
below, the impact of mortgage rates moving up from 3.26% at the end 
of 2021 to 5.25% today has added a whopping 27% to the monthly 
payment on a repayment mortgage, and even more on a part or 
entirely interest-only deal.

NOW YOU CAN AFFORD IT. NOW YOU CAN’T…

https://www.mortgagenewsdaily.com/mortgage-rates/mnd#historic-mortgage-rates
https://www.mortgagenewsdaily.com/mortgage-rates/mnd#historic-mortgage-rates
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THE REAL X-FACTOR?

Regular readers will know I love a good ‘returns quilt’ like the one above from 
Factor Research. This illustrates the returns an investor would have earned 
year-by-year from what most quants consider the purest way to invest in 
style factors – long and short. To invest in the long-short value return stream 
in practice, you buy the cheapest stocks while, at the same time, selling short 
the most expensive ones. This return stream looks quite interesting through 
2021 and 2022, returning a cumulative 21%; although value stocks have 

marginally outperformed this year, on a long-only basis (top right, line C in 
grey) they’ve only delivered around 5% of outperformance. This is because a 
big chunk of value’s outperformance through the second half of 2021 and Q1 
2022 came from the de-rating of extremely expensive stocks. You might be 
missing something if your factor implementation is purely focused on long-
only managers.

Following on from the last page, a little more on mortgages and rate sensitivity – 
one of the key trends of the past decade-plus is a shift to longer-dated fixed rate 
mortgages in the UK, as shown in JPMAM’s excellent Guide to the Markets piece. 
With more than 80% of the market currently locked into a fixed rate, it will be a 
little while before higher rates tell on the housing market. Which, for the BoE, is 
probably good news, as it gives them an opportunity to raise rates slowly while 
the current energy price spike (hopefully) washes itself out of the cost of living. 

https://insights.factorresearch.com/research-factor-olympics-q1-2022/
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PANDEMIC MEETING FATIGUE
As we showed earlier, the market value of Russian stocks and bonds 
was effectively vapourised over the last few weeks – but the chart 
below shows how small the Russian stock market was relative to 
those of China and Hong Kong, even before the wipeout.

Impact of fewer meetings 
A survey of 76 companies that 
reduced their meetings over 
the course of 14 months found 
that overall employee ratings 
were positively impacted.

YOU AIN’T SEEN NOTHING YET

The acronym ‘VUCA’, for ‘volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous’, first coined in 1987 
but oft-used since the global financial crisis, has seemed like an apt description for the 
world we’ve been living in. Except, volatility hasn’t really materialised; the 2010s were one 
of the smoothest investing rides on record. Q1 2022 delivered something which felt much 
more jarring, but which was nonetheless only the 25th most volatile quarter for the equity 
market since 1990, according the S&P Dow Jones, and charted above.
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WANT TO HEAR MORE 
OF OUR THINKING?

Redington’s RI book clubAligning your investments with 
your values

Change with climate changeLGPS Investment Spotlight 
Spring 2022

grab yourself a cuppa and  

   have a read of these...

This Market Communication will be provided to clients as Minor Non-Monetary Benefits and not for the purpose of providing unsolicited research. Nothing in 
this communication is intended to create any fiduciary obligation above that is required by regulation. Any trading or investment decisions you take are solely 
in reliance of your own analysis and judgement. Unless indicated, these are the views of the author’s and may differ from those of the firm. While the information 
may be based on or have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not represent this is accurate or complete and we may not update this 
information. Reproduction or redistribution of this information is prohibited except with written permission from us. In the UK, this communication is directed to 
those persons who are professional clients and eligible counterparties (as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority) only. 

Redington Ltd. 
Floor 6 One Angel Court 
London EC2R 7HJ 
+44 (0)20 7250 3331 
redington.co.uk 

   

Pete Drewienkiewicz 
(0)20 7250 3331

   

PLEASE EMAIL ME TO SIGN UP 
TO OUR NEWSLETTER OR CALL 
IF YOU FANCY A CHAT 

https://redington.co.uk/redingtons-ri-book-club-reviews-against-our-nature-by-james-whiteman-steve-waygood-and-martin-cassidy/
https://redington.co.uk/publication/case-study-aligning-your-investments-with-your-values/
https://redington.co.uk/change-with-climate-change/
https://redington.co.uk/publication/lgps-investment-spotlight-spring-2022/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/redington-ltd/
mailto:info%40redington.co.uk?subject=Thoughts%20From%20The%20Loft%20Q2%202022
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pete-drewienkiewicz-3971351b/
mailto:pete.drewienkiewicz%40redington.co.uk?subject=Thoughts%20From%20The%20Loft%20Q2%202022

